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In their editorial review, the JLE editors consider the concept of gamification, its spread in higher education research, and relevance at present. The authors analyse the current Scopus statistics to prove the prominence of the theme for researchers. The JLE scope can be further enriched via more studies on gamification in higher education and games in learning at large. The editorial may prompt the potential authors to proceed with more profound research in gamification learning techniques applicable to education.
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Gamification in Education

Gamification first turned up as a buzzword and a hot topic in the 2000s. Starting from 2011, articles on gamification have increasingly been indexed in the Scopus and Web of Science (Web of Knowledge) databases. The continued focus on the topic spurs new studies, which are still on the rise (see Figure 1).

As some authors note ‘it is difficult to trace the precise origin of the concept’ of gamification (Kim, Song, Lockee & Burton, 2018). Anyway, the term was coined some ten years ago. It turns out to be a complex phenomenon. For educational purposes, games have been designed and devised since the 1970s. As a learner’s interest in game activities is transformed into engagement, games are potentially alluring and efficient. When academia comes round to thinking about appealing features of games, gamification for learning and game-based learning ‘share common ground on the idea that game elements can make learning experiences more engaging’ (Welbers et al., 2019). Findings from various studies fed the idea that ‘the application of gamification could significantly influence the efficiency of human work and the enjoyment of executing it’ (Stieglitz et al., 2017).

The popularity of games in educational contexts is also linked to the flow theory by M.Csikszentmihalui. Under the theory in question, the flow is a special mental state when a participant completely engages in the activity (game), ‘applies full concentration of the activity, becomes unaware of the passage of time, does not feel self-conscious’ (Kim, Song, Lockee & Burton, 2018). Such deep and permanent engagement is vital for efficient learning.

Thus, gamification is a specially arranged system involving various activities aimed at learning and educational outcomes through game mechanisms. In the monograph ‘Gamification in Learning and Education. Enjoy
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Learning Like Gambling’ (Kim, Song, Lockee & Burton, 2018), game is defined as ‘an instructional approach that can be used to enhance the effectiveness of instruction on student learning’. Reiners and Wood (2015) defined gamification as ‘a designed behavior shift through playful experiences’.

Games tend to attract attention of researchers in various areas, including business at large, psychology, medicine, social work, etc. But education in addition to computing still remain the main playgrounds and research areas. Games fit educational purposes and learning mechanisms perfectly well. ‘The most recent studies have focused on applying gamification in the education sector to promote the learning process’ (Hakak, 2019).

Despite the hype around the gamification, more studies are carried out to know in-depth the negative or ambivalent effects of games, especially over-engagement and addiction. The limits for gamification are also on the research agenda.

Scopus Statistics of Gamification Research

The total number of publications amounted to 5,517 (a search with ‘gamification’ in the field covering titles, abstracts and keywords in the Scopus database, accessed September 28, 2019). The breakdown of the documents proved their permanent rise. With only eight Scopus-indexed documents on gamification in 2011, the topic brought 199 publications in 2014, 481 papers in 2018 and 346 papers in 2019 (the 2019 data are incomplete so far). Of 5,517 documents, 5,522 are published in English, 94 are in Spanish. Social sciences accounted for 1,590 documents; computer sciences amounted to 3,912 papers; Arts & Humanities worked out at 212 documents. The blue graph for all documents on gamification and the red graph for social sciences move in parallel (see Fig. 1). The data from the Web of Science database had 1,689 documents on gamification; the Science Direct brought 1,765 papers; SpringerLink had as many as 5,557 documents, including books and book series.

As for affiliations, the following universities and institutions had the highest counts of over 10 documents on gamification each (see Fig. 2), with 18 documents from the Institute of Technology Carlow; 16 documents from the University of Hong Kong; 15 documents from Tampereen Yliopisto; 13 documents from Turun Yliopisto; 13 documents from Curtin University; 11 documents from Technische Universität Graz.

Of 1,590 documents on gamification limited to social sciences, articles accounted for 43.8 percent (697 documents); another 40.9 percent were marked as conference papers (650 documents). The remaining documents also included 112 book chapters and 54 reviews (see Fig. 3).

As one can see from the Scopus statistics, there is a trend to call attention of the scientific community to the new research on gamification not only by articles, but by publications in proceedings volumes of conference reports. The 650 proceedings papers accounted for 40.9 percent of all the documents on gamification, limited to social sciences (see Fig. 3). They came out in 120 sources. The following conferences topped the list by the
number of publications: the European Conference on Games Based Learning, IEEE Global Engineering Education Conference Educon, Annual Conference on Innovation and Technology in Computer Science Education Iticse, International Conference on Computer Supported Education Csedu, International Conference on Interactive
Gamification in Social Sciences and Educational Research: Top 100

The top 100 cited articles on gamification (social sciences) include 64 documents related to education (mainly tertiary, including motivation (11), student engagement (7), language learning (2), professional education (8)) and 36 documents on gamification in other social spheres (tourism and other services (8), health protection and implications for health (5), psychology aspects (10), advertising (2)).

The most cited article on the list brought 552 citations. That is ‘Gamifying learning experiences: Practical implications and outcomes’ (Domínguez et al., 2013). The empirical article summed up the views of gamification in non-game contexts as of 2013. Its authors had designed a gamification plug-in for an e-learning platform for university students. The findings proved efficiency of the technique by better scores and higher motivation of the student participants (Domínguez et al., 2013).

A Field Landmark

In an attempt to determine the scope of research on gamification in education, viz. tertiary education, we focussed on the research in higher education contexts indexed in the Scopus database. To this end, we singled out all articles with ‘gamification’ as a keyword in the Scopus-indexed journals with educational scopes. We set the inclusion criteria for articles:

(1) the time span of nearly 10 years starting from the year when gamification research and documents were indexed in Scopus for the first time, viz. 2011 (January 1, 2011 – September 20, 2019) – 5,517 documents;

(2) all research with the ‘gamification’ in the search field, then limited to ‘Social Sciences’ (1,590 documents) and additional keywords from the list offered by the Scopus, including: students, education, e-learning, teaching, engineering education, game-based learning, higher education, education technology, learning environment, active learning, student engagement, blended learning, medical education, student motivation, pedagogy, distance education, flipped classroom, teaching and learning, educational games, problem based learning, gamification in education, learning outcome, technology enhanced learning, MOOCs, online learning.

The keywords were selected by each author to compare the results and settle the differences (only three keywords were under dispute, the latter was amicably settled to mutual satisfaction). All the keywords selected were integral to the higher education field. All in all, we found 257 articles of the kind.

At the final stage, each author studied the 257 articles to exclude those that cannot be attributed as research in higher education. Some educational studies of gamification that are not marked as ‘tertiary/ higher education/ university-level’ but essential for all stages of education remained on our final list. It included 138 documents ranging from ‘Factors affecting students’ self-efficacy in higher education’ (Van Dinther, Dochy & Segers, 2011) with the highest citation of 218 to 30 documents that had not been cited so far, including recently published.

Judging by our previous studies of the educational field at large, the theme in question is not as relevant as other major topics with hundreds and even thousands of documents. But it is under constant and detailed consideration. The research is centred around the following field segments:

- general gamification studies, practical implications and outcomes of gamification in education, students’ perceptions of gamified or game-based learning (Domínguez et al., 2013), (Wiggins, 2016), (Erenli, 2013), (Markopoulous et al., 2015), (Brull & Finlayson, 2016), (Rutledge et al., 2018), (Sánchez-Mené & Martí-Parreño, 2017), (Mora, Riera, González & Arnedo-Moreno, 2017), (Surendeleg, Murwa, Yun & Kim, 2014), (Turan, Avinc, Kara & Goktas, 2016), (Buckley, Doyle & Doyle, 2017), (De Byl, 2013), (Laskowski & Wojdyga, 2014), (Lin, Ganapathy & Kaur, 2018), (Signori, De Guimarães, Severo & Rotta, 2018);
- motivation in learning via games and game-based educational technologies (Hanus & Fox, 2015), (Chen,
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Liu & Hwang, 2016), (Perryer, Celestine, Scott-Ladd & Leighton, 2106), (Zainuddin, 2018), (Ortiz-Colón, Jordán & Agredai, 2018), (Gómez-Urquiza, 2019), (Rodríguez, Díaz, Gonzalez & González-Miquel, 2018), (Chapman & Rich, 2018), (Delello, 2018);
- student engagement in learning in game-based learning (Macfarlane & Tomlinson, 2017), (Ibanez, Di-Serio & Delgado-Kloos, 2014), (Caton & Greenhill, 2014), (Hew, Huang, Chu & Chiu, 2016), (Brigham, 2015), (Ding, Kim & Orey, 2017), (Ding, Er & Orey, 2018), (Coleman, 2018), (Sanmugam, 2015);
- effectiveness of games in education and learning (De-Marcos, Garcia-Lopez & Garcia-Cabot, 2016), (Yildirim, 2017), (Hakulinen, Auvinen & Korhonen, 2015), (Ab. Rahman, Ahmad & Hashim, 2018), (Soboleva, Sokolova, Isupova & Suvorova, 2017);
- games and individual learning styles (Buckley & Doyle, 2017), (Barata, Gama, Jorge & Gonçalves, 2014);
- gamification in language learning (Kétyi, 2016), (Gafni, Achituv & Rachmani, 2017), (Sun & Hsieh, 2018), (Fogarty, 2019).

Conclusion

With all that ten-year hype around gamification, it has become a field that still needs further scoping studies, but gamification exists and evolves as a research niche in educational research area. The research agenda is far from being straightforward, full of new green shoots. The present-day research goes beyond the early studies on the game potential for education and a limited range of game-based learning technologies. More studies come out to analyse the psychological mechanisms behind gaming for learning purposes and game-based learning; learning theories are explored to find more profound underpinnings for gamification.

JLE looks forward to new studies on the theme raised in our editorial review of gamification.
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